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and received from the bank certain alleged charged off accounts, notes
and securities belonging to said bank aggregating $275,000.00 face
value, and whereby they and the said stockholders, dealt and traf-
ficked in said accounts, notes and securities to their own private ad-

vantage and to the loss and disadvantage of the bank.
' VIII.

That, as this nlaintiff is informed and believes and therefore al- -
leges, all of the aforesaid acts, omissions and doings of the defendants
were contrary to law, in violation of proper banking business, and of

f r the rights of the said cestuis que trustent of the plaintiff herein, and
contrary to the statutes in such cases made and provided; all to the

' great loss and injury as herein shown of the said cestuis que trustent,
and to their damage including interest in a sum exceeding "$800,000.00.

' Among the defendants in the action, we notice the names of a
number of prominent citizens, many of whom are claiming immunity
on one pretext or another. From time to time we will dis-

cuss their cases. Mr. H. C. Edwards for instance who has
y made a loud noise about the amount due him from the bank for legal

' fees as an offset to what he owes the bank. If Mr. Edwards was the
attorney for the institution, or if he was its legal adviser, he must

& have fallen down on the job or else they did not always seek h ad- -

' vise, for Receiver Lynch specifically alleges that "they nc, itly
f " permitted the funds of the bank to be used to promote and nee,

and acquire unsafe and failing corporations, businesses and enter-- .
prises" when they knew or should have known that such concerns
were in a hopeless condition.

We do not know that he was consulted in such matters, but he
must have done considerable, valuable work for the bank, to put in
so large a claim.

Mr. Edwards admits that he is the best analytical lawyer in the
west, but until the expose in the Merchant's bank case, we had no

f ' idea that he was also a specialist on banking matters. We fear that
all of the legal verbiage at his command will be necessary to make his
expostulation against paying effective, and this is one case at least
where his talent for camouflage and his supreme egotism will prob
ably not get him very far. Someone else will be delivering the opin-- I
ion, unless the court calls on Mr. Edwards for help, and we are of the
opinion that he will be one of the men who will be made to pay the
same as those others whose inferiority is apparent to Mr. Edwaids
if nobody else. ,

Regarding the complaint as a whole, if the receiver wins his
case, in spite of the deplorable failure of the Merchant's Bank, the
banks of the state will be in a much stronger position, for a favor- -
able decision would establish a precedent that would place banking

J here on a much higher plane.
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CITIZEN'S BANK COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED. .

1 TN a bank operating in a camp like Bingham, the accumulation of de- -
I A posits at times is such that the officials of a bank find it to the

j" best interests of the institution to send the money to other banks
in larger fields to be loaned at the discretion of those to whom they

u send it.
J For that reason Q. B. Kelly, cashier of the Citizen's State Bank of

Bingham, sent from time to time various sums to Rodney T. Badger,
I then vice-preside- nt of the Utah State National here, to be placed lo- -
J cally, or wherever else he saw fit. It is understood that Mr. Badger
j accepted these sums totaling over $50,000.00 as vice-preside- nt of the

Utah State National, and held the notes for the money loaned in. or- -

wffc der to more conveniently collect them here.

Vvm From what we can learn, we understand that the amount sent
MMF to the vice-preside- nt of the Utah State National was included in-th-

inj doubtful list by those who examined the Citizen's State Bank at
fa Bingham.

B W To a man up a tree, it looks very much as if the Utah State
j r should be held responsible for this amount, and if that is the case, there
twk was no reason for J:he Citizen's State Bank closing its doors.

V f Now enter Mr. John Politics. The Hon. Dan B. Shields doesn't
m seem to be able to cope with the situition in the governor's absence,

' but W. H. (Spinach) Wallace, a director of the Utah State National

and Democratic National Committeeman is naturally doing what he H
can to switch the cut so that the Utah State will not be held respon- - H
sible. M

' . It seems very much as though the Utah State National should H
assume full liability for the money sent to its managing official from H
another bank, especially inasmuch as the notes for the loan of it were H
held by that bank, and while possibly during the governor's absence
the other politicians can get away with the situation as they would H
like to, it is not likely that Governor Bamberger will stand for it upon H
his return, and that the bank in which Mr. Wallace is particularly in- - H
terested will be obliged to return the amounx with interest. H

For a long time, the people of this state have been awfully sick H
oi Mr. Wallace and his persistent mixing of the politics and finances H
of the state. Up to his neck in the discredited Telegram, and in every H
proposition where he can worm his way to make a dollar, he assumes H
a pseudo role of financial and, political dictator that has made him a H
laughing stock for so long that even those of his own political affilia- - H
tion duck when they see him coming. H

With the Bingham break in the governor's absence, and the pos- - H
sible liability of a bank in which Spinach is vitally interested, he has H
been busier than a bird dog the past few days in his attempt to shift H
the responsibility from a bank, the history of which should not be H
conducive to confidence on the part of those who want to put their H
money away for safe keeping. H

Spinach Wallace is too numerous, and if he were half, so wise as H
he imagines, he would retreat from the political arena before the local H
allies close in, for the people are onto him, and have been for a long H
time. Obnoxious alike to the leading men in all parties including H
his own, his supposed craftiness is transparent, his subtlety a joke, H
and his duplicity when his objective is something for Wallace akin to jH
that of friend serpent. jH

We await the return of Simon with considerable interest, and in H
the meantime admonish depositors not to rush to get out, because if H
the Utah State National is obliged to pay, the depositors will lose H
practically nothing. H
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"A KILLING FROST" H
THERE was once a chestnut tree. In the spring it gave forth

that lent beauty to ifcs trunk and branches and concealed
from view the unsightly fruit at the top. In November came a heavy JM
frost. The leaves fell to the ground, leaving alone and exposed the H
burrs whose spines warned all to keep their distance. All summer the H
children had looked forward to the time when they could gather the H
ripe nuts, but when they were picked from the ground they were H
found to contain worms. Instead of a quantity of nutritious fruit only H
a mass of detestable vermin was the harvest for the season. In spite H
of their loathsome product and the fact that their protecting foliage M
had left them, the burrs remained defiantly upon the tree until a later H
and severer frost brought them also to the ground. M

Consider the Democratic party, headed dt Washington by Wil- - M
son and a hand-picke- d cabinet. The frost of November 5th stripped M
from the president many 'of the friends who put him in the White M
House, and who continued to present to the people plausible explana- - M
tions of many of the acts of his political career. Under their pro- - H
tection he throve and grew big like the chestnut burr. With the No-- M
vember frost many left and others are leaving him by scores. The H
frost has also exposed to public scrutiny the fruits of his administra- - M
tion. Instead of a harvest of beneficial legislation and economical and H
efficient executive management, which the public had been told it H
would get, there is revealed a mass of unnecessary and detestable M

taxation, a record of billions expended for results valued in millions, M

and a heterogeneous collection of "parts" that should have been as- - M

sembled long since into airplanes and cannon. fl
With his friends deserting him, and with the fruits of his rule M

open to the public gaze the discredited Wilsonian burr remains at the
top of the Democratic tree, its spines still indicative of cy M

and still repelling advice from all sources. Empty it will cling there M

for a time, but the big frost scheduled for November, 1920, will bring M

it down forever. M


